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We Learn to Serve

From
The Editor’s Desk
With each day, comes something new to learn. It is like a trekking
expedition which keeps offering you a better view with every proceeding
step and once you develop a taste for it, there is no looking back. This is
the spirit of learning we seek to instill in our students. It is said, “Give a
man a fish and you feed him one meal. Teach him to fish and he can feed
himself for many meals”. Instead of acting as the students’ source of
endless information, our teachers thrive to teach them the art of
exploration so that they are always better informed. While scrolling
through the pages of this newsletter, we hope you will be able to catch a
fractional glimpse of the endless treasure that these young minds are
engaged with.

Principal’s Message
Dr. Aparna Seebaluck
Jean Piaget said, “Children have real understanding only of that which
they invent themselves.”
In the present world, there is a rising sensitivity towards experiential
learning, a renewed interest in what Dewey referred to as ‘Learning by
doing’. Students are no longer mere recipients of information being
hurled upon them, rather, they have become active participants in all
kinds of classroom settings. At CSS, we create spaces where students
feel safe to express themselves in modes that they are comfortable with.
In addition to helping the enthusiastic students to channelise their
energy, it also encourages all of them to come forward with their
thoughts and ideas and immerse themselves in the process of learning.

STUDENT ENRICHMENT SESSIONS
On 7 November, the students attended a
webinar, ‘Careers in Psychology’ by Jitin
Chawla’s Centre for Career Development.
The speakers covered top colleges & scope
of Psychology in India as well as abroad
On 18 November, the students attended an
online University Fair organized by Delhi
Public School, Gurgaon. The keynote address
was delivered by Dr. V S Ravindran, Director
General, Institute of Counsellor Training
Research and Consultancy (ICTRC). The
need to have an internal locus of control as it
is important for success in any domain was
highlighted. The representatives from over 46
Indian and Overseas universities addressed
the queries from students and parents.

Fashion Studies students of Class XI
participated in two activities, ‘War and Piece'
and 'Fashion is Contagious' on 23 November.
The first activity comprised of PowerPoint
presentations on how fashion has been
influenced by the major wars of the world. In
the second activity, the students designed
Covid/Anti-pollution masks using various
techniques like stencil printing, embroidery,
hand painting, etc.

An online PPT activity in History was
organised for students of Class VII in the first
week of December. Students dressed as
different Mughal rulers and presented their life
history with the help of PPT. All students of
Class VII participated in this activity to recreate
the period of history.

The students of Class V organized a
fascinating Puppet Show based on the stories
of the Panchatantra and other Fables on 23
November. They designed the background
with the recycled material such as ice-cream
sticks, old newspapers, used straws, socks,
etc. It kept the audience engaged and helped
them learn some moral values too.

Class VI students participated in a Clay Modelling Activity to design Harappan seals on 04
December. The students were able to understand the most important artefacts of Indus Valley
Civilization and appreciate history as a part of our heritage and identity.
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Nritya Kriya, a dance activity was held on
01 December. The session began with
Anshika Raj of VIII C welcoming
everyone with a dance performance.
Through the event, students learnt about
and presented the meaning of dance and
the various Rasas (emotions) according to
Bharata’s Natya Shastra.
Co-scholastic Activity for History was conducted with the Class XI students on
03 December. Students gave presentations on the Architectural Styles of South Asia
including India, Bhutan, Sri Lanka and Japan. This was followed by a discussion on the
similarities and differences in the architectural style and significance of the study of
architecture from a historical point of view.
The School organised an activity on Sustainable Development Goals through Art
wherein students of all classes depicted SDGs artistically using Kalamkari, Madhubani,
miniature art, Worli paintings etc. on 03 December.

As part of the BBC Young Reporter India
programme, an online workshop on
Media Literacy was organised for Class
IX on
06 December to make the
students aware of the tools available for
sifting fake news from facts instead of
believing and following it mindlessly. It
guided the students to share the
information with other members of the
community,
thus
enabling
a
healthy media ecosystem. The speaker
was Ms. Robica Verma, a trainer with
BBC Young Reporter India.

The School in collaboration with
EduMentor organized a webinar on Career
Awareness for Class XI on 10 December.
The resource person was Mr. Ashish Jain,
Head of the Counseling Department at
EduMentor. He familiarised the students
with a wide range of opportunities for a
successful career. The speaker focused on
the tactics and the right mindset to prepare
for various kinds of examinations while
looking for courses.

An online PPT was organised for Sociology students of Class XI on 17 December, on the
topic ‘Diverse Settings, Different Cultures’. All the students participated in this activity
and presented their views on unique flavours of varying cultures of India.

The Activity Week was celebrated from
20-24 December wherein students of
Classes III-IX and XI took part in various
literary activities including Marauder's
Map, Pictionary, Spell Bee, Literary Quiz,
Blackout Poetry, Dramatization of a Poem
and Slam Poetry. This annual event
encourages each student to showcase and
hone their skills.
On 31 December, the School organized an
interactive session for Classes VI-VIII with
Col. Raman Bhatia, a CSS alumnus. He
talked about his days serving the Indian
Army and the challenges that he faced
during his army days. The students were
also counselled with respect to the varied
career opportunities available to both boys
and girls post higher secondary education
in the Indian army.

The Fashion Studies students of classes XI and XII participated in a Winter Internship
Workshop on Fashion & Textile, ‘Magic with Shibori’ on 7 and 8 January organised by
the Pearl Academy, Delhi.

A Story creation activity was organized for Class VI students on 14 January. Students
were asked to create a moral story using Scratch software. They created inspiring stories
through code programming including multiple sprites, different backdrops, text to speech,
pre-recorded audio, etc.

The School collaborated with District Legal Services Authority South-East to celebrate
the National Girl Child Day and International Education Day in the month of January by
organizing a Panel Discussion and an Awareness Session on Menstrual Hygiene for girls.
The Session was facilitated by Mrs. Namita, Director, Seeds and Grains India Private
Limited and General Secretary at Sachhi Saheli. Students of Classes VI-VIII spoke on
gender inequality, female infanticide etc. They were encouraged by the panellists to learn
about women's emancipation, and the need to be aware of laws for women's safety.

On 06 December, the Geography
students of Class XI participated in a
Group Discussion Activity on the Need
for Innovation in Waste Management
Infrastructure wherein they shared
unique ideas to dispose off the waste
without hampering the environment.

Our students attended a webinar
organised by The Ministry of
Environment, Forest and Climate
Change on National Duty. The topic was
'Environment Protection Is Part Of Our
Cultural Values & Traditions'.

On 16 November, African International Model United Nations was organized in which
Annayi Ghosh of Class IX was awarded as the outstanding delegate.

ED TALKS
Date
Topic
05 February Overcoming
Challenges

Resource Person
Ms. Ekta Bhyan Paralympic Gold Medalist
in Women's Club and
Discus Throw

08 February Innovation and
Engineering

Prof. Kushal Sen- Indian
Institute of Technology,
Delhi
Dr. Subir Kumar MaulikEmeritus Scientist at
ICMR, Former Professor
of Pharmacology, AIIMS,
Delhi
Prof. Velayutham
Saravanan- Former
Director, Center for
Jawaharlal Nehru Studies,
JMI, New Delhi

09 February Be Bio-inspired

10 February Population and
Environment

11 February Handling Usual
Things in Unusual
Times

Prof. Sangeeta Kohli, Prof.
M. R. Ravi- IIT Delhi,
Mechanical Engineering
Department

12 February Robotics to Rural

Prof. Subir Kumar SahaPh.D., McGill Univ,
Canada, Department of
Mechanical Engineering,
IIT Delhi

14 February Go Digital, Go
Secure -Financial
Literacy Week

Mr. Pradeep SharmaFinancial Literacy
Counsellor, SBI

15 February Art Integration in
Education

Dr. Sharbari Bannerjee,
Musicologist, Department
of Education in Art and
Aesthetics, NCERT

On 02 February, an Inter-Section Hindi Activity for Class VI was conducted on the topic,
‘Main Bhi Vicharak Hoon’. Students expressed their views on current affairs as renowned
dignitaries and analysed the positive and negative aspects of various social issues.
A PPT Making Competition was organized
for Class IV students on ‘Unity in Diversity
of the States of India’. They included
relevant information, images, and verbal
descriptions.
To sensitize students about climate change and
its impact on flora and fauna of our planet
Earth, a series of activities were conducted on
14 February. Students were encouraged to
research on the topic and express their views in
an artistic and poetic manner. The students
participated in the activity with zest and
showed their eagerness to spread awareness
about the issue of endangered species.

STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS
Simrah Ali of Class V A participated in 'Digital
Designers’, the Interschool Competition organized by
D. A. V. Public School, Masjid Moth, New Delhi on
05 February and secured the second position. The theme
of the event was ‘Helping Hands’. She created a
beautiful digital poster depicting how people help others
in the time of need.
She also secured the first position in ‘Disney Doodle’,
the Inter School Competition organized by G. D. Goenka
Public School, Sarita Vihar, New Delhi on 27 February
by creating a doodle of a famous Disney character in
SketchPad software followed by a live presentation.
In addition to these, she participated in an Inter School
Dramatic Monologue Competition organized by Pragyan
School, Greater Noida on 04 February and secured the
second position in the event for portraying Lady
Macbeth.

Raghav Kinger and Pratham Bansal of
XI C grabbed the first prize in Corporate
Fusion, while Harshveer Singh and
Yash Gupta of XI C bagged the second
prize in Cryptic Hunt in the Commerce
Fest of DPS, Mathura Road.
Eshan Mehmood Siddique of VIII-F bagged the first position in ‘Adgranateur’ at the
Inter-School Science Competition, Ambrosia ’21 organized by N.C. Jindal Public School,
Punjabi Bagh for making chess pieces out of the pomegranate seeds; a bioplastic that is
sustainable in the long run and can reduce our dependence on synthetic plastic. Mohd.
Faaz Bin Hussain of VI-F also secured the third position for creating and presenting a
video on the Night of the Radishes Festival of Oaxaca City, Mexico. The activity was on
‘Food Fiesta: Reinventing the Classics’.

Eshan Mehmood Siddiqui VIII F

Mohd Faaz Bin Hussain VI F

CSS was appreciated for its three-year long collaboration with TERI for the 'Live with
Water' programme. Ridhima Ved of Class VII stood second in the story writing
competition. The event was graced by H. E. Marten van den Berg, Netherlands
Ambassador to India and Dr Vibha Dhawan, Director General, TERI.

INTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Tapashya and Sachin Kumar of Class IX participated in an Oration Competition
organised by Ahlcon International School on 25 and 26 November. It was co-hosted by
Sansad Ratan Awards Committee, NextGen Political Leaders and Prime Point
Foundation. The topic was ‘Country before Self’ centering around the theme of
Importance of Fundamental Duties.
Students of Classes VIII-XI participated in 'Lotus Discourse’21: We, the People of India'
by Lotus Valley School on 26 November. It involved panel discussions and debates
centred around the Constitution of India.
Students participated in the Zonal
Tournaments in the month of November in
various games such as Badminton,
Basketball etc. In the Zonal Badminton
Tournament on 09 November held at Mata
Gujri School, Greater Kailash, our Senior
Boys' Team secured the third position. The
names of the participants are: Prabhratan
Singh Chawla-IX C, Dhruv Bangyal-IX E,
Adhiraj Banerjee-IX F and Abhirup
Banerjee-IX F. The one held on 11
November at K. G. S. (Co.Ed), Chirag
Enclave. Our Senior Girls' Team secured
the third position. The names of the
participants are: Deevya Rishi Kinger-XI
B, Saanvi Sethi-XI D, Nikita Abrol- XI E,
Drishti Dalakoti-XI B,Aalima Khan-XI
B,Aparna Kaur-XI D and Vatsala SharmaXI E.
The growth and success of a nation is
marked by the success of their children. We
are proud of our students' achievements.
Well done Mohd. Ali Ahsan Rizvi and
Samanvaya Rajesh for securing the second
position at the virtual Inter-School Science
Competition organized by Birla Vidya
Niketan.

INTER SECTION ACTIVITIES
A debate was conducted on 21 November in Class IX on the topic, ‘Should minimum
educational qualifications be made necessary for political leaders?’ All the students
participated in the activity enthusiastically.
All the students of Class V learnt prime and composite numbers by drawing a sieve of
Eratosthenes using different colors to show prime and composite numbers in the month
of November.
In an activity on Geometric and Arithmetic Mean
on 15 December, Class XI students used paper
cutting and observation to deduce that the
arithmetic mean of two different positive
numbers is always greater than the geometric
mean. This activity helped students to construct
knowledge by themselves and visualize algebraic
and analytical results geometrically.
An Inter Section Science Activity to create digital posters on Aeroponics, Hydroponics
and Vertical Gardens was held on 16 December for Class IX. The aim of the activity was
to spread awareness among the students on intricacies of cultivation, develop aesthetic
sense and understand how biodiversity balances nature.
The Inter Section Commerce Competition for Class XI was held on 22 December. It
offered young minds the opportunity to express their ideas on various topics by
participating in categories such as Debate, Chitrakari and Publicite (Ad Making).
Harshveer Singh Chahal stood first in the Debate Competition and Myesha Syed excelled
in Chitrakari. The team of Pratham Bansal, Harshveer Singh Chahal, Yash Gupta and
Raghav Kinger won the Ad Making Competition with their creative exuberance.

On 22 December, an event was organized for all the
students of class VII, VIII, IX, X and XI on the
occasion of National Mathematics Day which is
also celebrated as Ramanujan’s Day. Students of
class IX created digital posters and a documentary
was shown in all classes to acknowledge the
importance of National Mathematics Day.

The Inter-Section Design a Scratch Project competition was organized for Class V
students on 27 December. Students were asked to create a project on 'Save the
Environment' using Scratch software. They participated in an online competition and used
coding for creating the thought-provoking projects including multiple sprites, different
backdrops, Text to speech, recording their own voice and pre-recorded audio.
On 30 December 2021 Maths Theatre in Education was conducted for class VIII on the
topic ‘Comparing Quantities’. Students presented a play on Cost Price, Selling Price,
Marked Price, Discount, Profit, Loss etc. Various situations were enacted and
conclusions were derived.

An Inter Section Hindi Theatre Presentation on Street Hawkers: An Integral Part of
Society was held on 31 December for Class VII. Students played the roles of various
street hawkers and highlighted their hard work and dedication to work and ethical earning.
In a classroom activity for Class VII the students of Class VII were engaged in an activity
to familiarize them with the market scenario in the month of December. To encourage
collaborative learning, the students set-up a market scene as a group activity, with two
vendors and multiple customers. The customers bargained while vendors
gave discounts. Using screen annotation, each scenario was then discussed in the class
and profit and loss were found in each case along with percentages.
In another activity based on Probability conducted on 12 January, the students of Class
XI tossed a coin once, twice, thrice and four times to observe the outcomes and hence
write its sample space. This activity exhibited the relatability of Mathematics with day
to day life.

On 12 January, as a part of Role Play activity for Class VIII, all the students
dressed up as national leaders and presented their famous speeches.

Bhavya as Sarojini Naidu

Shivam Rawat as Dr. B. R. Ambedkar

In the Aryabhatta Inter-School Mathematics Competition initiated by Summer Fields
School, on 22 January, CSS students participated enthusiastically and Simrah Ali,
Somya Sharma and Amogh Gupta of Class V got 23rd, 29th and 32nd overall rank
respectively.
In the Inter school event Mathematical Crusade organized by DPS, R.K. Puram on 27
January, the students participated in numerous activities. In an integrated activity with
music, Symphonies of Math, Ahmed Khan of VI, Zoya Rehman Ali of VII and Avni
Nayyar of VIII shared their melodious talent with the audience by presenting a selfcomposed song related to Mathematics. Mariya Jamal of X D and Somin Sajid X F
made a Digital Presentation on Application on statistics and probability to everyday
life. In the Three Dimension Quiz, Pratham Bansal and Raghav Kinger of XI C were
engaged in problem solving, trivia knowledge and critical thinking and solved
mathematical problems and used the answers of those problems to find the encrypted
phrase.
In January, Class XII students verified distributive property by finding the area of the
parallelogram using the vector method which enabled them to comprehend the distributive
property of vectors. They performed another activity by drawing a plane and
perpendicular to the plane on paper using pencil and verifying the equation of the plane in
normal form. They also performed an activity on graph paper to understand how the
shortest distance between skew lines can be calculated by actual measurement.
In January a PPT activity was conducted with students of Class IX. Students were divided
into groups of 5 and asked to prepare PPT on Mathematics in Nature. The activity enabled
students to appreciate the presence of mathematics in nature and spoke about many
interesting concepts like tessellations, Golden ratio, etc.
In the second week of February, as a part of experiential learning, the students of Class
VII were asked to visit a nearby weekly market and shop a product after bargaining with
the shopkeeper. This activity helped the students hone their life skills - to know more
about the weekly markets around them, products available, bargaining power of
consumers.

THEATRE IN EDUCATION
TIE for the Third Languages was held on 18 January for Classes VI-VIII on ‘Dance – the
Hidden Language of The Soul’. The Sanskrit students gave a beautiful presentation of
traditional and cosmic dances like Kathak, Bharatnatyam. The German students performed
Bavarian dances called Mühlradl and Schuhplattler. The Spanish students presented
dances of Spain and Latin countries like Cuba, Argentina, Chile and Uruguay. The French
students performed folk and traditional dances of France like Baroque. It was a creative
activity to learn about the culture of the different countries in a musical way.

Students of Class VIII took part in an online Theatre in Education in Science titled
‘COVID19 – FROM PANDEMIC TO ERADICATION‘ on 24 November. They
dramatized the various aspects of the pandemic such as; awareness of the spread of
coronavirus; occurrence of the first case in India and its spread, symptoms of COVID 19
patients, quarantine, social distancing etc. They depicted the changes brought about by the
pandemic in the lives of people across the world, changes in the education system from
offline to online mode of teaching and learning and finally, how things seem to be
crawling towards normalcy with a great hope of eradication of COVID 19

SPECIAL ASSEMBLIES
The School celebrated Diwali Week through myriads of activities such as Diya making,
poster making, lantern making, rangoli making etc. along with a special assembly.

The school celebrated Children's Day on 11 November through a special assembly
conducted by teachers. It included poetry recitation, a medley of songs, speeches and
dance performances dedicated to students. A video depicting students' memorable
moments in school was also displayed.
The School observed Constitution Day on
26 November. The students were familiarised
with the historic day through a video projection.
They also read out the Preamble and learnt
interesting facts about the Constitution of India
through a PPT.
A special assembly on United Nations Human Rights Day on 08 December was conducted
in all classes. Students presented their views on human rights across the world and also
recited self-composed poems. A video projection familiarised the students about their rights
and duties.
The School celebrated Christmas with a special assembly and week-long activities such as
singing Christmas carols, making holiday postcards, writing letters to Santa, decorating
class boards and miniature Christmas trees.

The School observed India Army Day on 15 January with a special assembly to pay tribute
to the brave army soldiers who protect our nation from foreign invasion. Students recited
self-composed poems, designed creative posters, and sang patriotic songs to salute the
immortal spirit and courage of the stewards of the country.
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The School celebrated Republic Day by
engaging students in week-long activities
including poster making, t-shirt painting and
singing of patriotic songs. A special assembly
was organised wherein Supreeti Saha of Class
VIII mesmerized all with her Kathak
performance. The School Captain, G. Kavin
Rajan and the Head Girl, Arpita Das addressed
the gathering by highlighting the importance of
this day and urging all to enrich and preserve our
heritage
and
national
ethos.
Mrigank
Chakraborty of Class IX and Angira Gupta of
Class X gave a musical tribute to India's freedom
fighters. A short play was presented by the
students of classes VI and VII on the making of
the Indian Constitution. This was followed by a
captivating dance performance by the Cultural
Secretary, Falak Anjum and the students of
classes VI and VII. Students of classes VI-VIII
along with the Head Boy, Ansh Grover spoke
about the Preamble. The event culminated with
Devanshi Das of Class IX singing. The Principal
called upon each student to contribute to solving
the problems that India faces and make our
nation a better place.
The School observed Martyrs’ Day with a special assembly to pay tribute to the Father of the
Nation, Mahatma Gandhi as well as the martyrs who sacrificed their lives for the country.
Students sang songs, recited self-composed poems and spoke about the contributions of
soldiers, farmers and corona warriors to keep India's citizens safe.
The School conducted a special assembly on
Basant Panchami to mark the end of winter
and the onset of spring. The assembly began
with Saraswati Vandana sung by Vaidehi Vats
of Class VI followed by a speech on the
significance of the festival by Hamdaan
Ahmed of Class VI. Kanishk Daa narrated an
interesting story about Goddess Saraswati’s
birth. Samaira and Niharika portrayed how the
festival is celebrated in different states of our
country. A video was demonstrated to give a
glimpse of various activities associated with
the festival in various parts of India.

INTERACT CLUB
The Interact Club in association with Fortis Mental Health organized webinars on ‘Good
Touch, Bad Touch’ for Classes III-VI on 4 and 6 December. The aim of the initiative was to
enlighten students about the various types of touches they might encounter with people
throughout their life and how to protect themselves.
The Club conducted a donation drive in
collaboration with NPSC from 25 November –
10 December. The members made posters and
shared on various online platforms to
encourage maximum participation. The
collected material was donated to Goonj on
24 December.
The Club in association with Fortis Mental Health organized a webinar on The 4 Cs of
Success in January. The aim of the initiative was to enlighten the students about the ideal
way to live a physically as well as mentally healthy life. The webinar was facilitated by Ms.
Ashrita Mahajan, an Associate Counselling Psychologist with the Department of Mental
Health and Behavioural Sciences at Fortis Healthcare.

MATHS CLUB
Students of Classes III and IV participated in an activity, ‘Understanding Measurement’ and
measured the heights and weights of their family members and capacity of milk mugs,
water bottles etc. to comprehend the concept of measurement practically. Class V students
were engaged in a task of recording maximum and minimum temperature for a week and
calculate the average as an interdisciplinary way of learning by doing. Classes III-VIII
prepared rap songs as part of Music-o-Math on their favourite Mathematical concept. It was
an interesting way to make them learn and enjoy Maths.

HERITAGE CLUB
On 15 January, the Heritage Club of the School attended the SPICMACAY event of the Great
Masters Series hosted by East Point School to celebrate the 125th birth anniversary of T.
Chowdiah and Pt. Bhimsen Joshi's centenary year. It began with an interaction with Shri
Kamal Sabri, the renowned sarangi player followed by a melodious sarangi music played by
him. The second event was a Rendezvous Series hosted by Shri Ram Universal School, Palava
in collaboration with Anant Bajaj Foundation. A musical concert was followed by an
interaction with Dr. Manju Elangbham, a trained Indian traditional Manipuri Dancer. The
history of Manipuri dance was also shared through PPT by Dr Elangbham and he also taught a
number of Manipuri classical dance steps to the attendees.
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FILM APPRECIATION & READING CLUB
It has been our endeavour to help students imbibe a love
for meaningful cinema and comprehend various aspects
of film-making so as to appreciate the multi- faceted art
of making movies. The Club incorporates thoughtprovoking documentaries and movie-projections
followed by a discussion, analysis and guidelines to
write a film critique in each class. An Inter Section Film
Making Competition for Class X was also held in which
students made short films based on the prescribed
literature texts.
The Reading Club encourages students to become avid
readers and participate in group discussions to review
books. The activities include:
✓Story and Poetry Reading
✓D. E. A. R Programme
✓Character Sketch Chart for analysis

DEPARTMENT PRESENTATIONS
The English Department gave a
presentation on the given books on 26
October 2021.

The Hindi Department gave a presentation on
the given books on 09 November 2021.

The Biology Department gave a presentation
on the given books along with the
Mathematics Department on 18 January 2022.

CREATIVE PURSUITS
My Travelogue
Recently I visited
Mussoorie which is
in Uttarakhand India.
Although I had visited
there many times
but this the
experience was very
different and new. Our journey started
from Delhi around 5.00 am. On the first
day we reached our hotel and visited
mall road there are lots of shops for
shopping and many restaurants for
eating. The next day we visited clouds
end. It was a place where we were above
clouds. It was very cold there we were
freezing but the place was very beautiful.
Then the next day which was our last day
there that day had an amazing experience
because we saw snowfall something
which we had never experienced before.
The snow was just like small cotton balls
falling from the sky. That place was a
dreamland. The next day we started our
journey back to Delhi on the way back
we visited Gup-Chup Paani which was
also an amazing experience with that we
ended our tour. What a memorable tour it
was.
Deepnita Arora XI F

Snigdha Supriya
English Department

Anshika Raj VIII C

Saad Ansari VII A

The Clean Tombstone
Make money and earn respect,
but not by the wrong way.
Make money and earn respect,
so that people remember you during every
word they say.
You just might be an example of a
diamond in the dirt,
who loves to shine with glory.
You might get hurt,
but that's a part of your legendary story.
With every drop of tear, you turn into a
smile,
your soul is washed.
If your mind is as flexible as slime,
your heart can be actually posh.
You wanna be remembered?
It's not an easy task.
It takes you to overcome what you once
feared,
and to keep an open heart.
Money has no value in grave,
It's all about the memories in your brain
and that's why its important to decide
which ones should be saved
and then people might drive daily to your
grave lane.
Make money and earn respect,
but not by the wrong way.
Make money and earn respect,
so that people remember you during every
word they say.
Somin Sajid X F

Voice of the Ocean
Oceans. Isn’t it strangely wonderful
how humane is this creation? The
ethereal voice of the fiercelysophisticated ocean repeatedly pitying
us for the damage we’ve done to this
planet. A home to more than seven
hundred thousand marine species
expressing its anger in silence
sometimes vehemence to our humanly
actions of destroying our temporary
possessions. The depths unexplored till
date is what could be called the hidden
potential the oceans behold. The
sparkling foam brought by the fierce
ocean waves when touches the seashore
is a remarkable expression of nature to
how much we expand our reaches, it’ll
keep coming back to us as one has to
face the consequences of their actions
.The ever-loving creation, home to
millions of other creations waiting to be
discovered at its unknown has
disappointment caused by us. THE
OCEAN IT IS.
Barina Yusuf XI F

Shreeja XII B

Ritika Ranjan VI

TEACHERS’ SKILL ENHANCEMENT
Teachers from every department attended workshops and webinars facilitated
by the CBSE training portal. These included Adaptive and Active Learning,
Understanding Multiple Intelligence, Promoting Mental Health, Practicing
Blended Learning, Role of Theatre and Drama in Classroom, Item Writing –
MCQ, Working with Learning Disabilities, Cyber Security and Ethics,
Importance of Gratitude, Decision Making Skills in Adolescents, Life Skills,
Value Education and its Significance, Effective Communication Skills, Child
Psychology- Understanding Developmental Stages, Salient Features of National
Education Policy 2020, Strengthening Reading Competency, Addressing Socioemotional needs of the students, Understanding Gender and their Relationship,
Managing Change and Setting Outcomes in Teaching-Learning.
NISHTHA courses on Integrating Gender in Schooling Processes, Experiential
learning, Competency Based Education, Vocational Education, School
Leadership: Concepts and Applications, Action research, Toy based Pedagogy,
Initiatives in School Education, Personal-Social Qualities for Social
Development, ICT in Teaching-Learning and Assessment, Understanding
Secondary Stage Learners, Art Integrated Learning, Artificial Intelligence and
Health and Well-being were completed by most of the teachers.
DATE

TOPICS OF THE WEBINARS

12.11.21

Internet addiction by International Council for School Leadership (ICSL).

13.11.21

Financial literacy and understanding equity market organised by Edutri
Foundation conducted by Dr. Shunil Tripathi.

13.11.21

Revealing Term 1 Examinations 2021-2022 conducted by Mr. Sanyam
Bhardwaj, CBSE.

15.11.21

Live with Water organized by TERI conducted by Dr. Vibha Dhawan.

20.11.21

Changes in Higher Education under NEP 2020 by Jitin Chawla’s Centre
for Career Development.

25.11.21

Science Projects using commonly available household material organised
by Centre of Excellence, CBSE.
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DATE

TOPICS OF THE WEBINARS

25.11.21

CBSE Online Session on Alternate Activities for Science Practical Work
for Science Teachers organised by COE Delhi East.
Conducting Term I Examination 2021-22 by Mr. Sanyam Bhardwaj and
Dr. Joseph Emmanuel, CBSE.
Commemoration of International Mountain Day-2021 with focus on the
unique biodiversity of the North-East, organised by National Museum of
Natural History, New Delhi.
Online session on Target Zero Waste organised by Green Schools
Programme.
Training programme to be a master trainer for Young Warrior NXT
Program, Life Skills Training Initiative’ in association with UNICEF,
YuWaah and Udhyam Learning Foundation.
Cyber Security organised by HDFC Bank and conducted by Mr. R. Singh.

30.11.21
10.12.21

22.12.21
4.01.225.01.22
05.01.22
11.01.22
15.01.22
17.01.22

22.01.22
29.01.22
31.01.22
Jan-Feb
2022
06.02.22
12.02.22
19.02.22

Introduction to Machine learning and Data Science using Python
conducted by GUVI, IIT Madras Research Park.
Fostering Mental Health of students during the Pandemic organised by
SHARP.
Assistive Technology Innovation for Showcase of Inclusive Education
organised by the Ministry of Education, in collaboration with Atal
Innovation Mission, NITI Aayog.
Role of Nutrition during the Pandemic for Adolescents organised by
SHARP.
Demystifying CBSE TERM 2 Boards 2021-22 on the change in
assessment pattern of Term 2 Examinations conducted by CBSE .
Learning standards frameworks for classes 9 and 10 organised by CBSE.
Google Certified Master Trainers Programmme organized by COE Delhi –
Resource person – Ms. Ashima Jairath
Let’s Create with Wizer conducted by Ms. Harpreet K. Chaudhary
organized by Google Educator Groups
How to Prepare for Class X CBSE Term II Examination organised by
Goyal Brother Prakashan.
Conscious School Learning Together organised by Creatnet Learning
Leadership and conducted by Darshan Bhatt; and moderated by Mr. Ankur
Rupani.

DATE

TOPICS OF THE WEBINARS

19.02.22

CBSE Mathematics Exam Pattern for Term II Grade XI and XII
conducted by Mr. Amit Bajaj on behalf of Global Teachers’ Forum
and AIEF.

23.02.22

Hindi learning Standard Framework organized by Aziz Premji
University in collaboration with CBSE.

24.02.22

Teaching Strategies of an Interactive Classroom conducted by Dr.
Archana Dhokalia organized by AIEF.

03.03.22

Impact of Digital Technologies for Attaining Sustainable
Development by Dr. Narjeet Kaur organized by Google Educator
Groups.

03.03.22

Webinar on Implementing 100 days Reading Campaign with
Flipgrid conducted by Ms. Akansha Arora organized by Google
Educator Groups.

13.01.22
24.02.22

Developing Speaking Skills with focus on Interaction, Pronunciation
and Discourse Management organised by Cambridge Assessment
English and conducted by Mr. Alberto Costa and Ms. Sarah Ellis..

10.03.22
02-04 March 22

Online Training of Fashion Studies teachers organised by CBSE and
conducted by Mrs. Shweta Kalra, Dr. Swati Gupta and Ms.
Gagandeed Kaur.

12.03.22

Accountancy Term 2 Examination 2021-22. organised by Sultan
Chand Publications and conducted by Dr. GS Grewal & Dr. RK
Khosla.

21.03.22

Teaching Strategies in Mathematics (Sr. Secondary) by CBSE
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